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Tiger Pride consists of five ranches in Coalinga, California, and is owned by some of the largest
farming companies in the United States. The ranches are referred to as the "Fortune 500 of raising
food." In the past 12 months, it was ranked by Forbes as the top cattle ranch in the United States.

The ranches are commercial units owned by companies that supply beef and other agricultural
products to shoppers. Tiger Pride has a reputation for producing exceptionally high quality cattle and
beef, mainly through multiple generations of selective breeding, two of which are listed in the Who's

Who in American Livestock Breeds. According to Forbes, it is the only cattle ranch in the United
States to be ranked in the top 500 of the Forbes Most Valuable Ranches in the World and was added
in 2012 as one of the wealthiest cattle operations in the country. In addition, it has the largest cattle

herd in the United States, with 120,000 head in operation in 2013. Contents History The origins of
the ranch were in 1885, when Washington H. "Red" Morgan started a small ranch in southern

California with 160 head of cattle. Morgan's descendants eventually established the ranch as a cattle
company with a major emphasis on breeding and quality, one of the only companies in the United

States to have two ranches recognized by the American Livestock Breeders Association for the high
quality of its cattle breeds. In 2000, the company launched a subsidiary called South Point Ranch
(SPR), which was a wholly owned subsidiary that operates similarly to the Tiger Pride ranches. In
2004, the company acquired the majority ownership of the ranches, using the Tiger Pride brand
name for the subsidiary. Two additional ranches were purchased on the same day by Joseph A.

Silvay, with an estimated combined value of $60 million and made into one brand, Conejo Valley
Ranch. The company and its five ranches are referred to as the "Fortune 500 of raising food." In

2008, Forbes Magazine included the company as the 442nd largest private company in the United
States. Tiger Pride started a subsidiary company in 2012 called Tiger Pride International to grow the
company's operations outside of the United States. Tiger Pride states that it is the "world's largest

ranch company", and that every animal raised is USDA inspected and registered before sale. It also
claims that every animal born on the five ranches is registered 6d1f23a050
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